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1945

Yalta conference
4th February – 11th 
February
• Meeting of the 

leaders from USA 
(Franklin 
Roosevelt) USSR 
(Joseph Stalin) 
and UK (Winston 
Churchill)

• Met in Yalta to 
discuss Germany 
and Europe's war 
reorganization

Potsdam conference
17th July – 2nd August
• Meeting of USA 

(Harry Truman) 
USSR (Joseph 
Stalin) and UK 
(Clement Atlee) in 
Potsdam

• Drew up plans for 
the administration 
of Germany and 
Poland

• Germany was 
divided into 4 
zones

Atomic bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan
6th and 8th August
• Dropped by USA
• Hiroshima- 90,000-146,000 

deaths (70,000 died instantly)
• Nagasaki- 39,000-80,000 

deaths
• Start of 'Arms race'

1946

Churchill's iron curtain 
speech
5th March
• Churchill delivered 

speech about how there 
is a metaphorical iron 
curtain dividing Europe

• "An iron curtain has 
descended our Europe"

• Concerned for the safety 
of the world as it could 
lead to another war

Novikov and Long telegram
February and September
• Novikov report was from a 

Russian spy
• He said " America want to 

dominate the world and they 
don't want to co-operate with us"

• Long telegram was from an 
American ambassador

• George Kennan said "Stalin has 
given a speech calling for the 
destruction of capitalism, there 
can be no peace with the USSR

1947

Cominform
September
• Communist organization 

designed to bring communist 
countries under Soviet control

• Spread anti-
capitalist propaganda and 
removed any unloyal leaders

Truman doctrine & Marshall plan
March-June
• Truman made a speech to 

congress saying communism 
needs to be 'contained'

• The aim of The Marshall Plan 
was to give money to poorer 
countries and build up wealth

• This meant communism could 
not take over weaker countries

• This angered Stalin and he 
called it 'dollar imperialism' 
meaning he was trying to 
spread his power



Berlin crisis
24th June 1948 – 12th May 1949
•At Yalta Germany was split into 4 zones (Berlin in 4 
also)
•Stalin wanted Berlin to remain weak and the rest 
wanted it re-built
•Stalin demanded the West withdrew from Berlin 
and when they refused, he blockaded it, the 2.5 
million people living there were running out of fuel 
and food
•The western response was to airlift the supplies; 
operation Vittles
•On the 26th June 80 C4 planes carried supplies to 
Berlin, 4000 tons of supplies lifted a day
•Eventually Stalin lifted the blockade

1948

Comecon
• Stalin made clear communist countries could not accept 

Marshall aid
• Yugoslavia accepted Marshall aid and Stalin kicked them 

out of Cominform

NATO is formed
• Military alliance
• Originally 12 countries, grew over time

China falls to communism
• This meant communism had spread further than Europe

USSR tested its first Atomic bomb
• Panicked America as it was unexpected

1949
1953

Stalin dies
• Stalin dies of a stroke and is replaced by 

Khrushchev
Korean war ends (1950-1953)
• Korea is divided into two, Soviets 

occupied North and USA occupied 
South Korea

• In 1950 North Korea invaded south 
aiming to spread communism

• USA calls for UN to help and Macarthur 
leads, he calls on Truman to launch an 
attack, but Truman disagrees and sacks 
him

• Peace treaty signed in 1953 and Korea 
remains divided

1955
Warsaw pact
May
• 8 communist 

countries
• Formed after NATO 

let West Germany 
join and Khrushchev 
could not afford to 
look weak

• Military alliance and 
USSR wanted 
extended control 
over other Eastern 
European countries

1956

Hungarian uprising
• The Hungarian's did not like 

their communist leader 
Rakoski

• He killed 2000 opponents and 
imprisoned 20,000 more and 
he banned religion despite 
Hungary being strongly catholic

• Hungarians made a list of 
demands in Budapest and 
demanded change

• Nagy was made prime minister 
and he reformed Hungary

1955-1975

Vietnam war
• After WW2 France tried to re-

gain control of Vietnam, Ho-Chi 
Min (communist) wanted to 
run it independently

• Lasted roughly 20 years of 
vicious fighting

• USA joined in 1965 (fight 
against France and Vietnam 
originally)

• 58,20 US troops died
• 2 million civilians on both sides 

and 1.1 million North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
fighters



Arms race continues
1952- America tested the first hydrogen 
bomb
1953- USSR tests a hydrogen bomb
1960- America had ICBM missiles which 
could be fired from land, sea and air
1961- Soviets detonate the largest bomb yet
1962- Cuban missile crisis
Space race
1957- Soviets landed first satellite in space, 
Sputnik
1961- Soviets launch first man into space, 
Yuri Gagarin
1969- First man on the moon, Niel 
Armstrong (USA)

1959
Cuba turns communist
US felt threatened as 
Communism had reached 
the USA

1960

U2 crisis
May
• Gary Powers set off in U2 plane to spy on USSR and 

was shot down
• The USA claimed they were taking weather reports; 

however, Powers had already admitted to spying and 
the USSR found pictures from the flight

• This happened two weeks before the scheduled 'Paris 
peace conference' which was based on 'peaceful co-
existence'

• This angered Khrushchev as Eisenhower obviously 
didn't trust him

• They all attended the conference, however, 
Eisenhower refused to apologize, and Khrushchev 
stormed out

1961
Bay of pig's invasion
• In 1960 Eisenhower decided he wanted to get rid 

of Castro, the Cuban leader due to his communist 
views and alliance with the USSR, this meant 
communism was dangerously close to the USA

• JFK was ellected and had to carry on with 
Eisenhower's plan

• A group 1400 of Cuban exiles who called 
themselves Brigade 2506 invaded Cuba at the Bay 
of pigs and the invasion failed

• Brigade 2506: 118 killed, 360 wounded and 1202 
captured

• USA: 4 killed, 2 B26 bombers shot down and 2 
supply ships lost

Berlin wall
August
• Constructed by East Germany, 

the wall cut off West Berlin 
from all surrounding East 
Berlin and East Germany

• Most of the East Germans 
could no longer travel or 
emigrate to West Germany and 
many families were split

• It was demolished on the 3th 
June 1990 and was finished 
being demolished In 1992



1962

Cuban missile crisis
October
• A US spy plane reported 

sighting the construction of a 
Soviet nuclear missile base in 
Cuba

• President Kennedy set up a 
naval blockade and demanded 
the removal of the missiles

• War was averted when the 
Russians agreed on 28th 
October to remove the 
weapons and the United States 
agreed not to invade Cuba

1972

SALT I
• Agreement signed by USA and 

USSR
• Strategic arms limitations talk
• The aim was to restrain the 

arms race in strategic ballistic 
missiles armed with nuclear 
weapons


